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CHALLENGES FOR URBAN LANDSCAPES 

 

 

Most citizens live in cities, or better: in URBAN LANDSCAPES, made up of 

a patchwork of built-up and unbuilt land. These urban landscapes face 

unpredictable economic development, energy crisis, a diversifying 

multiethnic society and the consequences of climate change, such as 

rising sea levels and increasing weather extremes.  

 

In Sweden these challenges have been identified by the Delegation for 

Sustainable Cities (2008-2012) as key issues in the TRANSITION to a 

sustainable way of life, to be initiated urgently by a set of actions: 

 
The crucial role of people 

Combine the ability to take action with a long-term approach 

Invest in best practice examples 

Use leverage 

More research and innovation 

Reduce isolationism, work across the sectors 

Invest in the renewal of the million-homes project 

Improve the regulatory framework 

Strengthen international exchange 

National focus on sustainable cities is needed 



 

 

 

CHALLENGES FOR URBAN LANDSCAPES 

 

 

In other countries, similar recommendations are formulated by similar 

commissions. In this context the ROLE OF DESIGNERS is to PROPOSE 

METHODS that encompass these challenges. 

 

This is to counter the ‘super science’ of ECOLOGY which informs 

contemporary practice approaches such as GI (Green Infrastructure) and 

ESS (Ecosystem Services). They tend to turn descriptive protocols (the 

understanding of a system) into proscriptive ones (ideas about how to run 

that system in the future) while OVERLOOKING social and aesthetic 

aspects.  

 

DESIGN RESEARCH helps identifying deontic questions and issues that 

need determination through critical thinking. Design research discloses 

the tacit knowledge of designers through investigating landscape 

architectural practice in order to participate in the creation of urban 

landscapes that offer solutions to the spatial problems of today and 

tomorrow. 
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Landscape Architecture Europe – triennial insights into cutting edge design 



Landscape Architecture Europe – triennial insights into cutting edge design 
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Scape the international magazine for landscape architecture and urbanism – cutting edge design 



Scape the international magazine for landscape architecture and urbanism – cutting edge design 



Cutting edge design – some examples/ 1 



Challenge: water management and coastal development of the  Ijsselmeer, The Netherlands  

The added value of an integral approach: bringing together the 

knowledge of specialists from different disciplines, combining it, 

translating it into clear visualisations and presentations 

Method: Flexibilisation of water levels and dynamisation of coastal landscapes  



Preparing decisions on water levels in showing 

relationships between actions taken and 

consequences Mapping aspects related to sustainable fresh 

water supply, flood protection, ecological, 

cultural historical and recreational values 

Setting up a flexible water level 

management in the short term 

allows to postpone fundamental 

choices to 2050 when the picture 

about climate change will be 

clearer. 

Strootman Landschapsarchitecten: Ijsselmeer Area Delta Programme Study  



The water thermometer allows to 

draw up an adaptive development 

strategy 

Future perspective for the 

Ijsselmeer, with water management 

measures linked to landscape and 

economic qualities 

Strootman Landschapsarchitecten: Ijsselmeer Area Delta Programme Study  



Strootman Landschapsarchitecten: Vision and visualisation for  the coast of Friesland 

Soft sand engines and sandbanks 

are developed to protect the coast 

and reduce erosion, resulting in a 

better protection of vulnerable 

natural features while creating 

opportunities for small-scale water 

and other forms of recreation. 



North Sea tide 

Sea level rise 

Elbe floods 

Cutting edge design – some examples/ 2 



Osp/ Studio urbane landschaften: Tidal Elbe/ Water Atlas/ Dyke Park Elbe Island 
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Osp/ Studio urbane landschaften: Tidal Elbe/ Water Atlas/ Dyke Park Elbe Island 



IBA Emscher Park, Emscher Valley and masterplan – cutting edge design/ 3 



IBA Emscher Park GmbH, area of the Emscher Park exhibition, 1989-99 



A laboratory for the post-industrial landscape 



River Emscher 



Reconstruction of River Emscher 



Time line for reconstruction of River Emscher and creation of the new Emscher Valley 



New Emscher Valley 



Masterplan Emscher Landschaftspark 2010 



Ruhr Metropolis and Emscher Park area 



Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord 



Zollverein Essen 



Coke plant Zollverein Essen 



Coke plant Zollverein Essen 



Serra sculpture at Schurenbachhalde Bottrop 



First projects of Masterplan Emscher Landschaftspark  



Hudson 

river floods 

Atlantic tide 

sea level rise 

Kate Orff/ SCAPE (2011), New York Oyster-Tecture – cutting edge design/ 4 



Climate change effects in New York Harbour 



 

 

 

Kate Orff/ SCAPE (2011), New York Oyster-Tecture 
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Kate Orff/ SCAPE (2011), New York Oyster-Tecture 

Entangle with life cycles 

Entangle with people‘s everyday‘s lives 



Gutter to Gulf – community communication and research – cutting edge design/ 5 



Gutter to Gulf, New Orleans 

www.guttertogulf.com 



Center for Land Use Interpretation – community communication and research – cutting edge design/ 6 

www.clui.org 



www.landscapearchitectureeurope.com 

 

www.facebook.com/LandscapeArchitectureEurope 

 

www.scapemagazine 

 




